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"We joined ASHCA because it is the premiere
professional organization for Agricultural
Safety and they are setting the pace for best
practices that help protect agricultural
workers from harm.  The agricultural
professional network, monthly newsletter,
and their one stop website are some of the
many benefits we receive as members.”

Sponsorship & Exhibitor
Opportunities Available

 
North American Agricultural Safety Summit, Raising

Safety 2020: Cultivating a Culture of Safety
Summit Dates: March 19-20, 2020

Location: Bally’s, Las Vegas, NV

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Mark your calendars now:

Child Ag Injury Prevention
Workshop

Hershey, PA
September 16-18

ASHCA AgSHARP Program

https://mailchi.mp/5d85a63ba833/ashca-safetylines-1739557?e=c601987c75
http://ashca.org/
http://ashca.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/19-06-18-WhyJoinASHCAFinal.pdf
https://agreserves.com/
http://ashca.org/2020-safety-summit/
http://ashca.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/frameworksample.jpg


 
Description: The summit will match evidence-based safety
interventions with production practices and emerging safety issues.
Network with agricultural safety and agribusiness leaders; gain
access to best practices and programs for agricultural workers.
Hosted by the Agricultural Safety and Health Council of America
(ASHCA).
 
Audience: Safety/risk managers, producers, agri-businesses,
human resource managers, academic and industry safety
researchers and experts, safety supply and compliance providers,
Extension, media. 
 

Safety Culture: "Accidental"
Safety Influencers

by Joel H. Sherman
VP Safety & Regulatory Affairs

Grimmway Farms

Recently, I read an article about the use of “influencers” in social
media.  It was a fascinating piece which described the influencer
model in detail, and how it evolved from the celebrity spokesperson
methods used as a marketing technique on radio and television since
the late 1940s.  It got me thinking about how the influencer model
could be used, and is likely already being used, by progressive
companies to drive cultural change in their safety programs.

So, what exactly is an “influencer”?  Well, to be precise, the term
refers to those individuals who are able to drive product sales
through recommendations to their “followers” on various social
media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.)   In that
respect, they are very similar to a celebrity spokesperson.  Yet there
are some significant differences in the way each interacts with their
audiences.  Celebrities depend mainly on name, face or voice
recognition to sway a listener or viewer toward a certain product or

Click here for full details.

Monterey, CA
October 29-30

Progressive Agriculture Safety
Days (Various Dates)

https://www.progressiveag.org
/SafetyDays.cgi

http://ashca.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/ASHCA-Sponsorship-Brochure-2019-09-19.pdf
https://www.progressiveag.org/SafetyDays.cgi


brand.  However, because of a lack of intimacy between the two
parties, such an endorsement may or may not be enough to convince
someone to buy that product or follow a recommendation.  After all,
do we really believe most movie stars or athletes use the hair care
products they happen to be peddling?  Probably not.

America’s farmers provide us with an
abundant food supply. But farmers are
exposed to a unique, sometimes hazardous
workplace. Agriculture continues to rank as
one of the most dangerous occupations in
North America and across the globe.
National Farm Safety and Health Week is
September 15-21, 2019. This year’s theme
is “Shift Farm Safety into High Gear”.
The National Education Center for
Agricultural Safety (NECAS), UMASH, and
the US Agricultural Centers funded by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) are spotlighting agricultural
health and safety with a variety of resources
for farm workers, their families, and everyone
involved in agriculture.
t to your template.

Click Here to read Joel's entire article!

https://www.cultivatesafety.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/A-Roadmap-for-Delivering-Child-Care-in-Agricultural-Communities_Web.pdf
http://ashca.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Safety-Culture-Accidental-Influencers.pdf


A Roadmap For Delivering Child Care
in Agricultural Communities 
New resource provides “road map” to keep
kids safe while parents work 
At a time when agricultural employers are
struggling to find workers, access to quality
child care can aid in worker recruitment,
improve retention and boost employee
morale.
The resource, developed with input from
agricultural business owners, human
resources directors, insurance providers,
Head Start child care specialists and farm
worker parents, is part of the, “Protecting
Children While Parents work in Agriculture”
project, an initiative of the National
Children’s Center and Migrant Clinicians
Network. Funding is provided by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health.
“The Roadmap is designed to assist
individuals and organizations in identifying
challenges and assets within their local
regions regarding child care services for
children of agricultural workers,” said Lee,
one of the Roadmap’s contributors. “This
local knowledge, combined with the
references and resources in the Roadmap,
will pave the way for developing an action
plan that can help foster access to child care.”

CASA Conference 2019 – Safe &
Strong Farms: Build an AgSafe

Click Here to See the Full Resource

https://www.migrantclinician.org/
https://www.cultivatesafety.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/A-Roadmap-for-Delivering-Child-Care-in-Agricultural-Communities_Web.pdf


Canada
Canadian Agricultural Safety

Association’s 24th annual conference
Hôtel Château Laurier Québec, Québec

City QC.  October 8 – 10, 2019
Join us. It’s your chance to meet agricultural safety and
health educators, policy directors, decision makers, and
program deliverers who help farm communities thrive.
Share, learn, and discuss the latest developments and
trends in the field. We look forward to seeing you in

Québec! 

 

Articles of Interest

Man Identified in Fatal Grain Bin Farming Accident
http://knuj.net/2019/09/11/man-identified-in-fatal-farming-
accident/

Farmer touts safety mantra years after close call
https://www.kenoshanews.com/agriculture/farmer-touts-safety-
mantra-years-after-close-call/article_53f9e1cb-fd45-5dc1-864c-
b4690613af21.html

FACEValue:  Farm mechanic dies after plasma torch
explosion
https://www.safetyandhealthmagazine.com/articles/18775-
facevalue-farm-mechanic-dies-after-plasma-torch-explosion

On the farm, safety is no accident
https://dailyjournalonline.com/community/democrat-news/on-
the-farm-safety-is-no-accident/article_fdcddce9-d6d8-5156-8e1e-
2d64d5f49d7e.html
 
Sincerely Stefanie:  The Heat is On
https://www.ehstoday.com/safety/sincerely-stefanie-heat
 
Boy, 11, killed in central Minnesota farm accident
https://www.twincities.com/2019/09/09/boy-11-killed-in-central-
minnesota-farm-accident/

Cllick HERE for program details
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